We propose a theory of a steady circular hydraulic jump based on the shallowwater model obtained from the depth-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The flow structure both upstream and downstream of the jump is determined by considering the flow over a plate of finite radius. The radius of the jump is found using the farfield conditions together with the jump conditions that include the effects of surface tension. We show that a steady circular hydraulic jump does not exist if the surface tension is above a certain critical value. The solution of the problem provides a basis for the hydrodynamic stability analysis of the hydraulic jump. An analogy between the hydraulic jump and a detonation wave is pointed out.
Introduction
A hydraulic jump is a phenomenon familiar to everyone -when a water jet from a kitchen tap strikes a horizontal plate, an almost circular ring forms some distance away from the jet impact point. The ring is characterized by a sudden jump in the water depth. The basic problem in the theory of the hydraulic jump is the determination of the jump radius. In this paper we propose a theory for the jump radius that is based on the analysis of the shallow-water equations both upstream and downstream of the jump, paying particular attention to the flow downstream which has not been treated satisfactorily in previous work (see Tani 1949; Watson 1964; Bohr, Dimon & Putkaradze 1993; Bush & Aristoff 2003) . We show here that the downstream boundary condition provides a necessary closure that yields a unique unambiguous solution for the jump radius.
We also point out an analogy between the hydraulic jump and a detonation wave, that is a shock wave sustained by the energy released in chemical reactions occurring immediately behind the shock. The analogy stems from a simple observation that both the hydraulic jump and a detonation wave represent shock waves that connect supercritical (supersonic in a detonation wave) flows upstream with subcritical (subsonic in detonations) flows downstream. Just as the jump radius is a principal unknown in the theory of the hydraulic jump, the detonation speed is a principal unknown in detonation theory. The detonation speed is determined by the sonic state downstream of the shock and similarly we demonstrate here that the hydraulic jump radius is also determined by the critical flow condition downstream of the jump. Note that the analogy between a hydraulic jump and a gasdynamic shock wave is well known (see Gilmore, Plesset & Crossley 1950; Stoker 1957; Kate, Das & Chakraborty 2007) , but to our knowledge, the analogy we describe here has not been proposed before.
The hydraulic jump has a remarkable history of investigations that starts with the work of Rayleigh (1914) , who developed a theory of the jump assuming an inviscid flow. The assumption turns out to be a rather drastic simplification and leads to results that do not agree with experiment (see Watson 1964) . The next major analysis was undertaken 50 years later by Watson (1964) , who carefully analysed the structure of the viscous flow in the thin supercritical layer of fluid ahead of the jump and derived a similarity solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. With the velocity profile available, he then imposed the jump conditions on the mass and momentum flux across the hydraulic jump. By assuming the depth after the jump is constant and known, he deduced an expression for the jump radius. Satisfactory agreement with experimental data was found for a laminar hydraulic jump. Despite the apparent success of Watson's theory, it is incomplete since it relies on knowledge of the outer depth of the flow behind the jump. The outer depth should be a part of the solution and as such its determination requires understanding of the flow downstream of the jump and the far-field boundary conditions. Here we emphasize this point on the basis of a simple fact that since the flow after the jump is subcritical, the downstream boundary condition is crucial in the determination of the state just after the jump.
Other notable analytical investigations relevant to our work include those of Tani (1949) , Bohr et al. (1993) and Bush & Aristoff (2003) . Similarly to the approach of Tani (1949) , Bohr et al. (1993) start with the axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations and average them in the vertical direction thus obtaining the shallow-water equations for the average radial velocity and fluid depth. The viscous loss terms are approximated based on the average velocity and depth and an ansatz for the vertical velocity profile. By eliminating the depth from the mass and momentum equations they derived an ordinary differential equation for the velocity and then analysed the properties of the solutions of this equation. The equation turns out to have a single critical point which is a spiral (see Tani 1949) . Further, they argue that the hydraulic jump occurs near the location of the critical point and from this deduce a scaling law for the radius of the jump. The solutions of the differential equation after the jump were found to blow up at a finite distance, which they assume to be the plate edge. Bush & Aristoff (2003) modified the analysis of Watson (1964) to include the effects of surface tension in the jump region. Later Bush, Aristoff & Hosoi (2006) experimentally explored the role of surface tension in the instability of the hydraulic jumps as originally reported by Ellegaard et al. (1998 Ellegaard et al. ( , 1999 . The instability appears in the transition from a circular jump to various polygonal shapes as certain parameters are varied. It was found that the reduction of the surface tension could lead to suppression of the polygonal shapes and transition to a circular jump. It was concluded that the surface tension may be of significance in the onset of polygonal instabilities.
In qualitative agreement with these observations, we find that the inclusion of surface tension leads to a prediction that the steady circular jump does not exist above a certain critical value of the surface tension, implying that a transition to either an unsteady circular jump or a non-circular jump must occur. The dependence of the critical surface tension on viscosity, the flow rate and other parameters of the system can be calculated and, in particular, we show that the critical surface tension decreases with the increase of viscosity, which might explain why the polygonal jumps are observed only in highly viscous fluids. Despite the advances made, however, a satisfactory theoretical explanation of the instability is still lacking. A careful treatment of the base-state steady solution necessary for the stability analysis is one of the goals of the present work.
Section 2 describes the main governing equations together with boundary and jump conditions. In § 3 we analyse the critical points of the differential equation for the flow depth. In § 4 we explain how the jump radius is calculated, and carry out a parametric analysis exploring the effects of the flow rate, surface tension, viscosity and bottom topography on the jump radius. In § 5 we discuss the results and develop the analogy between the hydraulic jump and a detonation wave in gasdynamics.
Governing equations
Following Tani (1949) and adding to his theory the plate-slope function, s b (r) = db(r)/dr, assumed small, with b(r) describing the bottom topography, we arrive at the following boundary-layer approximation of the radial momentum equation:
where u and v are the radial (r-axis) and vertical (z-axis) velocity components, h is the fluid depth, g is the constant of gravity, ν is the kinematic viscosity. The equation is subject to the boundary conditions at the plate, u = v = 0 at z = 0, and at the free surface, u = U (r), ∂u/∂z = 0 at z = h. Multiplying the continuity equation, ∂u/∂r + u/r + ∂v/∂z = 0, by u, adding to (2.1) and integrating the result from z = 0 to z = h leads to
In deriving this equation we have used the free-surface condition dh/dr = (v/u)| z = h . Equation (2.1) can be used to find h(r) provided some velocity profile across the fluid layer, u(r, z), is assumed or derived. For simplicity, we make the same assumption as Tani, namely u = U (r)(2z/ h−z 2 /h 2 ). More sophisticated profiles, such as the similarity solution of Watson (1964) , can be used if necessary. Performing required integrations and using the mass conservation condition that the flow rate Q = 2πr h 0 udz be constant, we arrive at Tani's equation modified by the inclusion of the slope function,
Note that the denominator here is 1 − F 2 , where the effective Froude number squared,
, is defined in terms of the mean-square velocity,
The flow divergence (the first term in the numerator of (2.3)) and the viscous damping (the third term in the numerator of (2.3)) have competing effects on the fluid depth and, depending on the sign of 1 − F 2 , tend to either increase or decrease the depth. Equation (2.3) describes the flow both ahead of and behind the jump. The reason that one must have a jump stems from the analysis of the critical points of (2.3), as will be shown below. At this point, we take the shock as given and formulate the jump conditions and the upstream conditions near the jet impact location.
From the continuity of mass and momentum fluxes across the jump, one finds that the flow depths on both sides of the jump are related through (see Bush & Aristoff 2003) 
where the subscript s denotes the jump state, 1 ahead of and 2 behind the jump, r j is the jump radius and σ is the surface tension. The factor ζ is unity if the surface tension is accounted only in the jump region between the heights h 1s and h 2s (for a more accurate expression for ζ see § 4). The flow configuration is shown schematically in figure 1. Using the above ansatz for u(r, z), we can find from this equation that
where
) is the effective Froude number squared just upstream of the jump andB = ρgh 1s r j /σ . When surface tension is neglected,B → ∞, the jump condition (2.5) reduces to its familiar textbook form (White 2006) .
The jump radius r j is found from (2.5) as follows. Given the upstream condition near the jet impact point, i.e. h 1 (r 0 ) at some given r 0 , one solves (2.3) to generate the upstream depth profile h 1 (r). With a unique downstream profile h 2 (r), one finds an r j , such that at r = r j , the solution profiles on both sides of the jump satisfy the jump condition (2.5). In order to generate the unique downstream profile, one needs to consider the far-field boundary condition as shown in § 3. The upstream initial condition is set based on the following assumptions. Suppose the jet originates from a nozzle of internal diameter d 0 , located at height H above the plate as shown in figure 1. Assuming Bernoulli's equation (ignoring surface tension here), we can find the jet diameter and velocity near the impact point as
1/2 , where U 0 = 4Q/πd 2 0 is the velocity of the fluid at the nozzle exit. Next we assume that at r = r 0 the surface velocity, U (r 0 ), is the same as U 1 . Then the initial depth at r 0 is h 0 = 3Q/(4πU 1 r 0 ) from mass conservation.
We now explain the importance of the additional ingredient in our formulation that was absent in previous analyses, the bottom topography b(r), which is chosen to represent a plate of finite size. It is important from a physical standpoint that, if the outer edge is absent, i.e. the plate is assumed infinite, one should never expect to see a steady solution, as the outer depth will be increasing in time and hence the jump will be continuously pushed toward the jet. However, if the plate is sufficiently large, but finite, and fluid is sufficiently viscous, then the steady solution with a jump can exist. The inclusion of s b has important mathematical consequences as well: the steady-state differential equation for h may posses several critical points whose existence, type, and location depend on the size and shape of the base plate as well as the flow conditions. Specifically, in addition to the spiral point responsible for the occurrence of a jump (see Bohr et al. 1993) , there is also a saddle point near the plate edge, from which one can find a unique integral curve for the outer subcritical solution that provides a smooth transition of the solution from downstream subcritical flow to supercritical flow over the edge. The problem of the lack of asymptotic states and of blow-up of downstream solutions, discussed in Bohr et al. (1993) , is eliminated in this formulation.
Analysis of critical points
To understand the character of solutions of (2.3) we need to analyse the nature of its critical points. We first scale the variables h and r with respect to l = (3Q 2 /10π
where it is understood that all the variables and parameters are now dimensionless. The viscous damping coefficient is α = 5π[3/(10π 2 )] 1/5 ν/(Q 3 g) 1/5 . The critical points of (3.1) are the roots of the system h 3 r 2 = 1, 1/(h 2 r 3 ) − s b (r) − α/(h 3 r) = 0, which depend on the specific form of s b (r). Eliminating h = r −2/3 from these equations, we obtain
The number of critical points depends now on how many positive real roots equation (3.2) has. One point we make immediately is that if s b = 0, there is only one root, r c = α −3/8 . To understand the general nature of the roots of (3.2), let us rewrite it as s b (r) = r −5/3 − αr ≡ G(r). Note that the right-hand side of this equation is a monotonically decreasing function that crosses the r-axis at r = α −3/8 . If the function b(r) is to represent a plate, then s b = 0 up to the edge of the plate, r = R, and drops down to a large negative value immediately after. As a result, G(r) can cross s b (r) at two points: at r c1 ≈ α −3/8 , that is independent of what happens near the edge, and at r c2 ≈ R (since G ∼ −αr at large r and crosses s b near r ≈ R, see figure 2 ).
To be more specific, we consider Table 1 . The basic parameter set (see figure 1 and (3.3) for definitions). Unless otherwise noted, these are the default parameters.
and b(r) ≈ 2a(R − r) at r > R. After making specific choices for the parameters a, w and R (see table 1 ) we can solve for the roots of (3.2) to find the critical points. Let (r c , h c ) be a critical point, rewrite (3.1) as the dynamical system . For reasonable bottom profiles, the eigenvalues at r = r c1 are complex, hence r c1 is a spiral critical point, and at r = r c2 ≈ R they are real and of opposite sign, hence near the plate edge the critical point is a saddle.
Calculation of the jump radius
There are two main conclusions from the previous analysis. One is that it is impossible to have a spiral critical point in a smooth continuous flow, so there must be a discontinuity somewhere near the critical point that connects the integral curves approaching the point from either side (see Bohr et al. 1993; Tani 1949) . The integral curve corresponding to the supercritical flow upstream is uniquely determined by the initial condition at r = r 0 . The second conclusion concerns the uniqueness of the downstream integral curve: the unique integral curve must be the one that provides a saddle-point connection with the flow behind the saddle point. Thus the solutions on both sides of the jump can be uniquely determined and the downstream solution passes smoothly through the saddle point. The yet undetermined location of the jump is found from the jump condition (2.5). We give specific calculations next.
Define
which is (2.5) in terms of dimensionless variables. B = ρgl 2 /σ is the Bond number. The jump radius r j is the root of φ. To find h 1 and h 2 we integrate (3.4) once from (h, r) = (h 0 , r 0 ) to generate the upstream solution, h 1 (r), and once from (h, r) = (h c2 , r c2 ), i.e. out of the saddle point towards r < r c2 , to generate the downstream solution, h 2 (r). These two solution profiles are terminated at turning points, where ∂h/∂r = ∞, that are denoted by r 1 and r 2 (see figure 3) . The hydraulic jump is located somewhere in the interval [r 2 , r 1 ]. The plot of φ(r), with r 2 < r < r 1 shows that there is a unique point r = r j where the jump condition, φ = 0, is satisfied; that point is the location of the hydraulic jump. The factor ζ = 1 + (s − r)/(h 2s − h 1s ) in (4.1) accounts for the surface tension force due to the part of the profile of h 2 from r = r j to r = r 1 (see Bush & Aristoff 2003) . Here s is the arclength of h 2 between r j and r 1 , which can be computed numerically, and r = r 1 − r j . With this algorithm we can determine various dependences of r j on the parameters of the problem, such as the flow rate Q, viscosity ν, surface tension σ and the plate radius R. In particular, figure 4(a) shows the dependence of the jump radius on the flow rate for parameters defined in table 1, which are chosen to be close to those of Bohr et al. (1993) . One can see that the power law, r j ∼ Q p , holds over a wide range of the values of Q with the exponent close to p = 0.625 of Bohr et al. (1993) . However, the exponent depends in general on the surface tension σ , the plate radius, etc. In figure 4 (b) we show the effect of the plate radius on both r c1 and r j : the locus of the spiral critical point, r c1 , is essentially unaffected by R, while the effect of R on the jump radius is evident. Generally, our predictions with surface tension are in close agreement with the results of Bohr et al. (1993) at large Q, but at small Q the jump radius becomes substantially smaller than the prediction without surface tension. The jump indeed occurs close to the location of the first critical point if σ = 0, which to good accuracy is equal to r c1 = α −3/8 and this explains why the power law holds: since α = c 1 νQ −3/5 g −1/5 and the length scale is l = c 2 Q 2/5 g −1/5 , it follows that in dimensional terms r j ≈ r c1 l = cQ 5/8 ν −3/8 g −1/8 in agreement with Bohr et al. (1993) . Next we investigate the role of surface tension in more detail. Bush et al. (2006) have reported that reducing the surface tension by adding a surfactant may result in polygonal jumps relaxing to a circular jump of a slightly larger radius than the average radius of the polygonal jump. Thus the increase in surface tension is observed to have a destabilizing effect on the jump, possibly causing the transition from a circular to a polygonal shape. In qualitative agreement with these observations, we find that above a certain critical surface tension σ c , the jump condition (4.1) has no solution. Thus, within the limitations of the present theory a steady circular hydraulic jump does not exist if the surface tension is too large. There must be a transition to either a circular, but unsteady jump, or a non-circular jump. Note that the jump may become unstable before the conditions for the non-existence of the steady-state solution are reached. In other words, the critical conditions we found are sufficient, but not necessary for the jump instability. The lack of solutions of (4.1) at large σ can be explained as follows. Large σ means small B and hence large values of ξ = 1/2(1 + 2ζ /Brh 1 ). Since the surface tension is included only in the jump conditions, the solution profiles h 1 (r) and h 2 (r) are unaffected by the change of σ . Now the jump condition (4.1) becomes h 2 h 2 1 r 2 = 1/ξ + O(1/ξ 2 ) at ξ 1 and this equation ceases to have solutions at ξ above a certain value, because h 2 , h 1 , and r vary within some fixed ranges (see figure 3a) independent of ξ and h 2 h 2 1 r 2 will be bounded from below by some positive number. Physically, the reason for the existence of the critical surface tension is also clear: if the surface tension is too large, the change in the momentum flux across the jump will not be able to compensate for the surface tension force that tends to reduce the jump radius. At exactly the critical conditions, the jump is located at the turning point of h 2 (r), where r 2 h , h 1 = h 1 (r j ). In figure 5 (a) we plot the dependence of the critical surface tension σ c , on the fluid viscosity ν. As we can see, σ c decreases rapidly with increasing ν. This trend is in accord with experiment in the sense that the polygonal jumps are only observed in highly viscous fluids (see Ellegaard et al. 1998 Ellegaard et al. , 1999 Bush et al. 2006 ). Higher flow rates tend to increase σ c as well, as shown in figure 5(b) .
Discussion
Our model builds on the work of Tani (1949) , Bohr et al. (1993) and Bush & Aristoff (2003) with two main goals: (i) to develop a theory of a steady-state circular jump that can provide a base-state solution for the analysis of the jump instability; (ii) to eliminate some of the ambiguities that remained in previous analyses, in particular the issue of the far-field singularities of solutions of the averaged equations.
Hydrodynamic stability analysis always requires that a base-state solution be known. Previous analyses of the steady hydraulic jump were restricted primarily to the flow upstream of the jump, while the details of the downstream flow were relegated to an empirical input, such as the downstream depth (Watson 1964) . This is unsatisfactory because the flow downstream of the jump is subcritical and therefore determines the state behind the jump which in turn determines the jump radius. The steady-state solution developed here can be used as a base-state solution for the stability analysis of the hydraulic jump, currently underway. Our finding that the steady-state circular jump does not exist if the surface tension exceeds a certain critical value underscores the important role the surface tension may play in the onset of the instability.
The unphysical aspect of the model of Tani (1949) and Bohr et al. (1993) of the lack of asymptotic solutions at large r is removed in our formulation by a careful consideration of the boundary condition at the edge of the plate. A saddle point that exists now near the edge of the plate allows determination of a unique and regular solution downstream of the jump that can connect smoothly with the flow over the plate edge.
The hydraulic jump in the present formulation is an example of a shallow-water transcritical flow. There exists related literature in hydraulics theory where various problems of flows over topography (e.g. flow over a sill) are considered (see e.g. Garrett 2004 ). Similar to our study, the nature of the critical point (called a 'control point' in hydraulics) over a sill plays a key role in determining the solutions of the shallow-water equations. However, we next discuss a rather unexpected gasdynamic analogue of the circular hydraulic jump -a detonation wave. The basic model of a steady planar detonation wave in an ideal gas is called the ZND (Zel'dovich-von Neumann-Döring) model (see Fickett & Davis 1979) . The detonation wave represents a shock wave that propagates in a medium where exothermic chemical reactions release thermal energy if the medium is sufficiently heated. The reactions sustain the shock and the shock in turn keeps the temperature high enough to sustain the chemical reactions. Thus it is possible to have a self-sustained wave that propagates at a constant speed, say D. The basic question of detonation theory is: given a reactive mixture with specified thermodynamic and chemical properties, how does one find the detonation speed?
The flow structure of a one-dimensional detonation wave is shown in figure 6 . Across the reaction zone, the mass, momentum, and energy fluxes are conserved: ρU = ρ a D, p + ρU 2 = p a + ρD 2 and e + p/ρ + U 2 /2 = e a + p a /ρ a + D 2 /2, where p, ρ, U are the pressure, density and flow speed, respectively, e = p/(γ − 1)ρ − λq is the internal energy of the gas that includes also the chemical part, λq, λ is the reaction progress variable that is 0 before the reaction starts, 1 if all fuel is consumed and takes intermediate values during the chemical reaction, q is the heat of reaction per unit mass of the mixture and γ is the ratio of specific heats. The subscript a indicates the ambient state ahead of the shock. These three equations can be solved for p, ρ and U in terms of the reaction-progress variable λ, but importantly, D is yet undetermined. How does one find D? The key to this question is that the speed is determined by what happens in the subsonic reaction zone because the reaction zone is causally connected to the shock. Therefore, one must consider the state of the reaction zone and find an additional equation that would determine D. If the detonation wave is self-sustained (Chapman-Jouguet detonation, see Fickett & Davis 1979) , it is characterized by the reaction zone having a trailing sonic point that is the boundary of the subsonic region. The existence of the sonic point immediately leads 1/2 = 0 at λ = 1 yields the detonation speed, D. So, just as in detonation theory the detonation speed is determined by the critical conditions at the end of the subsonic region, the jump radius is uniquely determined by the critical conditions at the end of the subcritical region behind the hydraulic jump. The analogy sheds light on the nature of the hydraulic-jump problem both from a physical standpoint and its mathematical formulation. Of course, unlike the detonation wave, the hydraulic jump involves additional complications, such as the finite extent and complex internal structure of the jump region and the surface tension that will raise more issues to be addressed in the future. The analogy can be explored further and may help us understand some of the complex structures that exist in both of these phenomena. In particular, it is well-known in detonation theory that detonation shocks tend to be unstable and develop cellular structures (see Fickett & Davis 1979) , strikingly similar to the polygons in the hydraulic jumps (see Ellegaard et al. 1998 ).
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